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100 block puzzle high score
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64thahmetestiogluhotmail.com557 65thPSW550 66thDaAn528 67thJosecito524 68thdrotas 1 mytilini Greece 523 69thNate is goat515 70thgmoney507 71stScotty B505 72ndPooh495 73rdAsuna (otaku)493 74thBri492 75thThe_Legend_27491 75thVictoooooo491 77thMacky488 78thIzaya Orihara481 79thMr.duck476 80thmrpotatohead 456 81stCaty453 82ndFrantic433 83rdScous425 84thlil baby411
85thSang410 86thYoung money391 87thFlunxion390 88thSavage girl384 89thMycroNude378 89thViktor Nikiforov378 91stNeverooni367 92ndPACO366 93rdshortshit2003yahoo.com364 93rdCutie364 95thTjdryer362 96thange356 97thCarter Fart353 98thbabygirl54349 99thMargaret348 100thIlan344 Fully enjoyed by over 2,000,000 users worldwide &lt;3 Thanks for selecting the best block puzzle in the
store! 100! BLOCK PUZZLE is designed for your personal entertainer to uncomplicate your life and make you more effective. It is useful to keep neurons fresh. It also helps quiet anxious or disturbing thoughts when you're on the road. 100! BLOCK PUZZLE is a proven high quality puzzle game that is fully enjoyed by over 2,000,000 users worldwide. It's worth giving a try! USERS SAY ABOUT 100! BLOCK
PUZZLE Very addictive with Debsdee It even steals me away from Candy Crush, it's so easy yet so hard at the same time. 100! Puzzle with Kiwi60chick Love it, me against the square. So relaxing, stimulating, hard. Modern block puzzle game! by chuswysly Fun game......... mindless stress reliever. + with Luckytree001 Awesome game, love it GREAT GAME with KatrinaLMaetin4228 Perfect for relaxing
your mind FUN! by Souixzq This is a fun game! I like not being a timer and you have time to think. It's a great brain game! 100! BLOCK PUZZLE with KathyHJ Love this game! So addictive! Love is not the time for demands! Problems MY BRAIN with WrayWray16 This game really helps me think and exercises my brain. I love trying to beat your scores. Makes me think out of my box. ADDICTION,
DEPENDENCE, I have achieved 7000 points and can not help to continue playing. Is it just me? 100 PUZZLE with Gunn6 I find it hard and addictive. I like it. 100! THE PUZZLE IS A GREAT BRAIN EXERCISE. IT'S SIMPLY addictive with kafydid How do people come up with these things? It will avenge your mind. 100! BLOCK PUZZLE FEATURES • Bright colored blocks &amp; brick shapes help you feel
energetic &amp; happier • A great way to relax and train your brain at the same time with its easy yet difficult gameplay • Better experience with day mode &amp; night mode setting • More options to block color to suit your style • Free forever block gameplay • Play &amp; Pause anytime, no matter where you are how to play • In 100! BLOCK PUZZLE, you will get an amazing feeling with a 10 x 10 grid
board. • Your task is to hit the highest score, you can by matching the shapes of brick blocks and clear lines both vertically and horizontally. • Just drag and drop the given blocks to 100! board and begin the journey to master your brain. Do not let the blocks fill the grid board. • This puzzle game ends when you don't have more space for a given block to put the board. Your reference studies show that
playing intelligent casual games like 100! Block Puzzle everyday is the best practice for your brain. The more you play, the smarter you are. Hopefully you'll enjoy 100! Block Puzzle as much as we do. BLOCK PUZZLE TEAM ~ 100! Block puzzle hack, 100! Block puzzle cheat, 100! Block Puzzle iOS hack, 100! Block Puzzle android hack, 100! Block puzzle generator, 100! Block puzzle online cheat.
Resources to use: Open page generator, click Hack Now Button. Enter your username or mail. Choose the resources or offer the package you want. Wait a second for the server to process your request. (we also show the details of the process). If the generator works, it will show you human verification to avoid spam or robot. If the generator doesn't show human verification, so reload the current page and
start from the first step again. After all, you have done this, go back to the generator page and you will see the status. Let's open the game on your devices and look for your resources there and ready for use. If you do not know what 1010! have, then click away from this story right now. This mobile phone app from Gram Games is so addictive it will ruin your life and make your friends hate you. Remember
what happened when you were introduced for the first time in Candy Crush Saga? Or in 2048? Are you talking points? It's much worse than that. A typical reference to Twitter 1010 looks like this: - Bianca Ramirez (@heyyitsbiancaa) May 24, 2015As Jillian Lyle wrote on Odyssey recently: I've ruined the lives of other peoples by persuading them to get the game and start playing it. I apologize if you are one
of these people. The importance of beating a friend's high score to 1010! is not unexplained; this is an evil cycle of unhealthy competition. Am made my life's goal to beat my boyfriend 1010! which is very good. This woman is now fixing down Alarm 15 minutes early in the morning to get extra games. That's so bad. People go without sleep as they play it: -jilaine martin (@Jilaineee) April 27, 2015Mujs name
is Jim - hi Jim! - And I'm addicted to 1010. I can confess, it's strangely hard to go to bed at night when your phone is right there and you can only fit one more game in 1010 in OK, just one more then. Maybe one more ... In 1010 was created in 2014 by a tiny Turkish game developer, Gram Games, which was running out of money. The game was coded and launched in one month, at a time when Gram
Games had only $25,000 left in the bank. It saved the company by becoming a viral hit Asia.Now the game seems to be working its way around the world. I first noticed people doing it on the London Underground and was actually introduced to it by a friend in Ireland. But none of my colleagues in the US seem to have encountered it yet. GramGames 1010 is based on the souped-up version of Tetris. But it
doesn't do the game justice. If Tetris sounds dull, remember that Candy Crush was a souped-up version of Bejeweled, and 2048 was a souped-up version of Threes, and crack a souped-up version of powdered cocaine. The first is not a guide to the addictive power of the latter, in other words. In 1010, you need to fill an empty grid with blocks of different shapes, which at the same time are presented three.
Colors are not relevant, but blocks must fit together to complete the row or column. Every time you finish the line, the line disappears and you get more space to work. The more space you create, the more points you will get. It feels even easier than Tetris because you go at your own pace – blocks are not going from the sky at their own frequency. But the toned-down pace is part of an addictive twist in
1010, because if you make a mistake, you can't blame the game. Just yourself. Download 1010 from the App Store or Google Play.The game doesn't even make sense. You just keep playing until you break your previous high score. It happens forever. Some people report scores of 150,000 or more (a typical game newbie goes for 500 or so). In the matter of public service, I spent last weekend researching
1010. I put this together from my own experience, from advice from friends, and from websites like those that offer different success strategies. Starting with the most obvious strategies in the first place, and working toward more complex procedures... 1. Focus on line creation, not blocks. You will be tempted only to fill the space with blocks, but only blocks hurt you - you need to clear the lines, not blocks in
the room.2. You try to clear rows and columns. Another Duh! Moment for New Players: It's not Tetris - you can go up and down as well from side to side to clear the line. GramGames 3. GramGames 3. Perform rows and columns at the same time. Imagine both types at the same time, although it is easier to penetrate all horizontal or vertical 4. Consider all three options before moving. When you've got a
lot of space, it's tempting to just dump pieces of the game to get things moving. Don't do it. Each block counts.5. Consider *to* all three options before moving. The game won't get new blocks until you've used three sets. And many promising gameplay is over by accident because you forgot to use this awkward L-shaped first.6. If possible, always remove the line. Space is the key. Don't leave a blank line
because you think you can get it later— the game works against you.7. Work from the corners. This will give you both vertical and horizontal options in any given motion. 8. 2x2 square is your best friend. You can clear a lot of lines by stacking them next to each other.9. Small L shapes fit together to form 2x3 rectangles. So you can add them to columns and bands made up of 2x2 squares.10. The big L-
shape can be awkward. Consider the piece first before slotting in straights and squares. GramGames 11. GramGames 11. Always leave a hole in the large 3x3 squares. The sudden emergence of a giant 3x3 block is almost always a game-killer. These things are now your most hated nemesis. Remember, you create space instead of filling out space. Therefore, always leave them a nine-square hole.12.
They, or one square, are rare. Use them to complete impossible lines. 13. If you can handle the corners first, do it. Use L-shaped corners whenever possible.14. Do not leave separate rooms and one unbound block. One block is rare, and an unbound single block will require two more pieces on both sides before it can make a line.15. Good luck! The game requires skill, but it's also serving you random
blocks, so you'll need luck to beat your latest score. Score.
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